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Biden’s Nuclear-waste Chief Gave Spanking Seminar at
Leather Confab
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The Biden administration’s deranged
nuclear-waste chief isn’t just into “pup play”
and stealing women’s luggage.

Sam Brinton, the bald weirdo who wears
dresses and high heels to his job at the
Energy Department, is also an expert at
beating a man’s behind.

He took a break from ridding the planet of
atomic waste, the Daily Mail has revealed, to
give a seminar on spanking. Yeah, that kind
of spanking.

Sam Brinton: Biden's nuclear
waste guru spoke at a spanking
seminar weeks after bag theft
https://t.co/7x2gXuzKzN

— Daily Mail US (@DailyMail)
November 30, 2022

“Nuclear Nerd”

Brinton was a “presenter at a fetish conference in LA, weeks after admitting stealing a woman’s
suitcase at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport,” the Mail reported:

Last Saturday, Sam Brinton, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Office of Spent Fuel and
Waste Disposition, who could be facing five years in prison for the bag theft, presented a
seminar titled: “Spanking: From Calculus To Chemistry.”

Held in Los Angeles at the Westin Bonaventure Hotel, “LA Leather Getaway” was offered by the “CLAW
Corp., a national leather charity.”

Americans will be glad to know just what kind of nutter Let’s Go Brandon has placed in charge of spent
nuclear fuel:

Brinton, who presented at the event under the pseudonym, NuclearNerd, has been teaching
their “Physics of Kink” class at universities and community events “across the country for
years,” according to their profile on CLAW’s website.

The bio goes on to say: “They have been active in the kink world since 2013, host monthly
kink parties in their dungeon in Washington, DC, and estimate they have spanked over
2,000 cute butts.” 

Brinton is listed in CLAW’s 2019 year book under the name Sir Sam Brinton where they
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taught a class on the “Newtonian physics of spanking.” They added: “Physics is a pivotal
part of the kink experience.” They were pictured at the event in 2021 as well. 

Since 2019, Brinton has been married to their husband, Kevin Rieck. The couple began
dating in 2015.

Of course, Brinton doesn’t have a “husband” because he isn’t “married,” but that small metaphysical
fact aside, the glabrous-globed man in red lipstick isn’t your average Energy Department official,
although he has more than enough energy when it comes to degrading and torturing men, the Mail
reported.

“I am sadistic but will always respect limits and am happy to push them as you need. Bondage and
control are my fortes,” Biden’s man says:

Flogging, chastity, fisting, electro.… I’ve done them all and will happily put a guy through
them. My passion for kink comes through getting a guy to a fun submissive head space.… 

Oh … I tend to give the best spankings you’ve ever received. Not cocky, just proud of my red
a***s.

Luggage Thief, Boy Prostitute Backer

The latest on the “gender-fluid” nuclear-waste “expert” comes after his felony arrest and charge in
connection with stealing a woman’s suitcase when he landed at Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport.

Video surveillance showed that the cue-balled cross-dresser purloined the Vera Bradley bag, then not
only returned to the airport with it, but also used it on a trip to Europe.

Brinton fibbed about the theft, cops allege, then sort of admitted it.

When a cop asked Brinton whether he took anything that he didn’t own, he dissembled.

“Not that I know of,” the MIT nuclear nerd said.

“If I had taken the wrong bag, I am happy to return it, but I don’t have any clothes for another
individual. That was my clothes when I opened the bag,” he told police.

Brinton later called the investigating officer to say he wasn’t “completely honest.”

Forgetting that Brinton is involved in “pup play,” a deviant practice in which he plays the “master” to a
man who pretends he’s a dog, he also backs underage prostitution for boys who need a way to make
money.

Brinton wrote about it for a “gay” newspaper:

The federal government’s recent attack on Rentboy.com is a devastating assault on some of
the most vulnerable members of our community — young adults who, for the first time in
their lives, were able to earn a secure living safely through Rentboy after surviving family
rejection and homelessness because of their sexual orientation or gender identity.

Prostitution, he averred, is the boys’ only “lifeline out of homelessness, despair, and the dangers of
living on the street.” Indeed, the underage prostitutes’ “main source of income has been ripped away
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due to irresponsible and archaic views of sex work.”

That’s the long way of saying Brinton wants boys available for dirty old men with money to pay to
commit sex crimes.

Brinton is not a mistake.

The Biden Administration has worked overtime to find and hire sex deviants. A mentally ill man who
thinks he is a woman is the nation’s No. 2 health official. He wants kids to get puberty blockers that will
ruin them for life.

The administration’s chief spokesman is a threefer: She’s black. She’s a lesbian. She’s an immigrant.

.@PressSec Karine Jean-Pierre: "I am obviously acutely aware that my presence at this
podium represents a few firsts. I am a black, gay immigrant woman, the first of all three of
those to hold this position. […] Representation does matter." https://t.co/WUdfqLNliB
pic.twitter.com/UYoKzBabCj

— The Hill (@thehill) May 16, 2022

A cross-dresser ran the Defense Department’s transition.

Such is the administration’s commitment to spreading sex perversion that the State Department spent
tax money on drag queen performances in Ecuador.

State Department funding 'drag theater performances' in Ecuador to 'promote diversity and
inclusion' https://t.co/XrhgfYJiWl

— Fox News (@FoxNews) October 20, 2022
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